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Abstract
Islamic Art was characterized by various motifs such as (floral and geometric motifs and Arabic
calligraphy), but it was distinguished by the Islamic geometric ornament, which relies on
geometric networks and mathematical relationships, Which helps in producing many complex
geometric formations. Parametric design appeared in the last century and spread its fame and
use at the beginning of this century, It is one of the most important digital technologies that
spread in many contemporary architectural designs.
. Parametric techniques used to develop solutions to design problems by by using digital models
with variable parameters, which produce a design that could be modified during the work and
after work, by changing the parameters of the structural equations. It is also characterized by
the concept of reproduction and generating networks, which we focus on in this paper. Artists
and scholars were interested in Islamic motifs which were such an inspiration to them. Thus,
upon the emergence of parametric design, many artists and designers found a deep connection
between between the parametric techniques and the mathematical structure of the Islamic
ornaments in a very complex way, without the difficulty of the traditional mathematical work.
They also help them to examine new experimentations because of those variables.
the research aims to explore new contemporary design solutions for Islamic geometric motifs
using parametric design, with a saving of time and effort. The researcher has experimented with
making engineering designs on one of the parametric softwares (Grasshopper), and she created
the structure of the basic grids in the geometric ornaments (triangular grid - hexagonal grid square grid). She also did two experiments, the first with one variable, and the second with
several parametric variations on different grids. This resulted an infinite number of new and,
highly complex designs in less time and effort, by using a modern digital technical means, that
can also be printed with two-dimensional printers. Thus, we can achieve civilized
communication between our heritage and modern technology.
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